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FOUNDATIONAL COMMUNICATION
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
EXEMPLAR 3

TIME TO COMPLETE: 2½ HOURS

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
1. Please make sure you have turned off your cell phone and have placed it under your seat
together with any books, notes or other material in your possession. Your pockets must also be
empty.
2. You may have your Examination Entry Letter, your identity document and a pen or pencil and
eraser on your desk.
3. When the chief invigilator instructs you, take out the answer sheet that is placed inside your
Examination Booklet.
4. Check that the learner code on your answer sheet matches the learner code on your
Examination Entry Letter.
5. Do not write on the Examination Booklet. Make use of the spare paper provided.
NB: all spare paper used in calculations must be returned to the invigilator at the conclusion of
the examination session.
6. This examination session is 2½ hours i.e. 2 hours and 30 minutes.
7. You may not leave the examination before the end of the session.
8. Check that your Examination Booklet consists of 60 questions.
9. When answering each question, select the option from the 4 provided that you believe is the
correct answer by filling in the selected circle.
10. Use a HB pencil only and ensure that you fill in the circle completely.
11. Make sure that you colour in dark enough that the computer can read your answer.
12. Take note of the illustrations on your answer sheet showing the correct way to complete the
answer sheet.
13. Do not fill in more than one option in your response, because neither option will be considered
in marking.

Read the passage below and answer the questions which follow
1. My grandmother was called Makhulomhlophe (Grandmother with a Light Complexion)
- Makhulu for short. She met and married my grandfather, Madoda Mkhwanazi, in
Mount Fletcher and they moved to Ndawana. She was widowed in 1971, and never
married again. She had high cheekbones and traditional markings on her face. Makhulu
was very short and skinny, with very dry and pleated skin.
2. She always wore a denim skirt and blouse with a red pinafore, but wore a black
crimplene skirt to church on Sundays and always walked barefoot. She was very
talkative and popular. To this day people laugh when they tell me stories about her.
3. She looked after us children while our mother worked in the fields and our father was
working in the Welkom mines. To this day, I miss those wonderful stories she would tell
us as we all sat around the fire in the kitchen. They were full of mystery and strange
people, cannibals and people who lived in the deep parts of the river.
4. My grandmother painted the most amazing pictures on the inside wall of her kitchen
rondavel with red, black and white paint. This she made by mixing different coloured
soils with water, painting with her fingers. We children loved to join in and we would
paint horses and cattle with her. She also painted lovely pictures of huge bulls and
people running. The local children used to laugh, and tease us about her paintings. Their
hurtful remarks made us feel ashamed, so we would then cover the paintings with cream
paint. It made her angry when we did this but she did appreciate having a nice, clean
wall to begin painting all over again.
5. When I was in Grade 4 our teacher told us about the Bushmen who she said were very
short, as short as I was. She also said that they no longer existed. After that, my
classmates teased me and called me ‘Umthwa’ (Bushman). This hurt very much.
6. Makhulu often spoke about and dreamt of the ancestors. One day, in 1999, we overheard
her telling my mother that her time was over. She said that the ancestors had visited her
the night before and told her she was going to leave very soon. I felt very sad; I knew she
spoke of death. She died three days later.
7. Two years ago, I joined a tourist guide course in the Southern Drakensberg area. On the
second day, we took a trip to one of the beautiful rock art sites called Isiphongweni. I
was very excited, and amazed when I saw the paintings, which looked just like my
grandmother’s. I realised that my grandmother’s ‘bull’ was an Eland with its rump and
dewlap, and that the ‘running figures’ were, in fact, people dancing.
8. Later, I showed my friend a photo of Makhulu and she excitedly said “There’s no doubt,
Makhulu was a Bushman.” I was surprised when my mother confirmed this. I learned
that there are many Bushmen living in our area near the Ukhahlamba Drakensberg
National Park but that they are in hiding because they are ashamed and fear
victimisation. After my experience in school, that reaction is not surprising.
9. Thank you Makhulu. I ask for forgiveness for hiding your paintings. I was ignorant. I am
proud of being a Bushman. I know that the young Zulus in the area don’t believe that
Abathwa people still exist. I want to teach them the truth, and help Bushmen accept who
they are without fear. I am what you are, a Bushman!
[Adapted from the story ‘Coming out’ by Zanele Mkhwanazi ]
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Question 1
Zanele’s grandmother was ‘widowed’. This means her husband
A

divorced her

B

left her

C

was deceased

D

went away

Question 2
Makhulu painted her kitchen walls with
A

cream paint made from cream coloured soil

B

pictures of strange men with spears

C

colourful traditional geometric designs

D

red, black and white coloured pictures

Question 3
Zanele’s father was a
A

painter

B

migrant worker

C

farm worker

D

plumber

Question 4
Makhulu wore the same thing every day except Sunday because
A

she wanted to wear something different

B

Sunday was a special day to her

C

the clothes were washed on a Sunday

D

she liked to try out different looks

Question 5
A ‘cannibal’ (paragraph 3) is
A

human who eats other humans

B

hunter of wild animals

C

man who chases bulls

D

person who eats meat
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Question 6
Zanele used to cover her grandmother’s paintings because
A

she thought the ancenstors would be unhappy

B

she gave Makhulu a clean wall on which to paint

C

she was teasing her grandmother by making them disappear

D

the children’s taunts made her feel ashamed

Question 7
Zanele learnt that the Bushmen in her area were in hiding because
A

they disliked other people

B

they were discriminated against

C

they were not beautiful

D

they could not find work

Question 8
The lesson Zanele wants to convey by telling the story is that
A

grandmothers should be respected

B

people must accept themselves for who they are

C

Bushmen do exist in the Drakensberg area

D

she is proud of how she has grown up

Question 9
The story is called ‘Coming Out’ because Zanele is
A

revealing her heritage

B

leaving her home

C

remembering her grandmother

D

understanding other people

Question 10
A word with a meaning similar to ‘pleated’ in paragraph 1 is
A

rumpled

B

creased

C

marked

D

coarse
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Question 11
A word from the text that suggests the Bushmen have not been treated fairly is
A

short

B

victimisation

C

ignorant

D

ashamed

Question 12
In paragraph 5, the word “Umthwa” is in inverted commas because it
A

is difficult to pronounce

B

is not direct speech

C

is not an English word

D

is a translation

Question 13
When is Zanele telling this story?
A

as she looks back on events

B

as it is happening

C

before her grandmother died

D

when she is an old lady

Question 14
The order the recollections are told in is
A

random

B

ascending

C

alphabetical

D

chronological

Question 15
Zanele says about her grandmother, “To this day people laugh when they tell me stories about
her.” This suggests that her grandmother was
A

someone she didn’t know

B

an embarrassment to her

C

remembered with fondness

D

very respectable
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Question 16
The brackets used in paragraph 1 indicate
A

extra information is added

B

the information is less important

C

the information is quoted

D

the information is emphasised

Question 17
A “dewlap” (paragraph 7) is
A

moisture on plants

B

a kitchen cloth

C

loose skin

D

a wet mouth

Question 18
The pronoun that could replace the words ‘My grandmother’ in paragraph 4 is
A

Her

B

She

C

He

D

Herself

Question 19
The female of a ‘bull’ is a
A

cow

B

calf

C

bullock

D

sow

Question 20
Another word for ‘ancestors’ (paragraph 6) is
A

descendants

B

families

C

forefathers

D

relatives
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Question 21
Another name for the ‘Bushmen’ is
A

Small People

B

Griqua

C

Khoisan

D

Namaqualanders

Question 22
What industry did Zanele study to join?
A

hospitality

B

arts and crafts

C

decorating

D

tourism

Question 23
The language in the passage can be described as
A

formal

B

humorous

C

descriptive

D

persuasive

Question 24
The sentence ‘I was surprised when my mother confirmed this’ when reported would read
A

She was surprised when her mother confirmed that

B

She is surprised when my mother confirmed this

C

She was surprised when her mother confirmed this

D

She had been surprised when my mother confirmed that

Question 25
The passage is adapted from a story which means the story has been
A

bought

B

edited

C

changed

D

stolen
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Read the passage below and answer the questions which follow
Buffalo City, the gateway to so much...
Nestled between the laid-back Sunshine Coast on Route 72, Hogsback’s Amatola Mountains
and the unspoilt Wild Coast, all roads lead to Buffalo City.
With its bountiful range of beach and back-to-nature attractions, Buffalo City is fast becoming
one of South Africa’s preferred destinations for business and pleasure. Our spectacular beaches
offer limitless appeal for sun-worshipper and eco-adventurer alike. Best for surfing, fishing,
paddling, abseiling, snorkelling and coastal hikes. Our warm, moderate climate lends itself to
year-round tourism while our high-quality amenities and attractions - all within easy reach inspire a special, carefree ambiance ideally suited to family holidays as well as conference
getaways.
Discover the warmth of our people as you explore this unique and beautiful region. Come
experience the lifestyle!
Buffalo City... you’re welcome!

Question 26
What is suggested by the three full stops at the end of the title of the article?
A

an exclamation

B

more is to follow

C

a question

D

a new idea

Question 27
What impression is given by the word ‘nestled’ in paragraph 1?
A

isolation

B

beauty

C

distance

D

cosiness

Question 28
The number 72 in the first paragraph would be found on
A

a photograph of the Sunshine Coast

B

a road map

C

an advertisement

D

a news report
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Question 29
The phrase “All roads lead to Buffalo City” suggests that Buffalo City is
A

accessible

B

at the end of the journey

C

far away

D

is well signposted

Question 30
Which aspects of a trip to Buffalo City are emphasized most by the advertisers?
A

excitement, danger and adventure

B

relaxation and beauty treatments

C

conference and business opportunities

D

a variety of activities and warmth

Question 31
Which words would complete the sentence which starts ‘Best for surfing’ in paragraph 2?
A

They are

B

There are

C

It is

D

We were

Question 32
The function of the punctuation mark in ‘sun-worshipper’ in paragraph 2 is to
A

separate

B

join

C

emphasise

D

explain

Question 33
The punctuation marks around all within easy reach in the last two lines of paragraph 2 could be
replaced by
A

brackets

B

inverted commas

C

colons

D

full stops
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Question 34
For what purpose would people go to ‘conference getaways’ (paragraph 2)?
A

fishing and snorkelling

B

lying in the sun

C

holding meetings and discussions

D

going on coastal hikes

Question 35
The advertisers use the word ‘unique’ in paragraph 3 because they want to suggest that Buffalo
City is
A

beautiful and warm

B

filled with opportunity

C

a place like no other

D

ideal for individuals

Read the following advertisment and answer the questions that follow

Question 36
The purpose of this advertisement is to
A

advise the reader about investments

B

give ten ideas on what to do with R500

C

advertise a magazine

D

explain about banking
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Question 37
The phrase ‘a rainy day’ in the first line refers to
A

poor weather conditions

B

unfortunate circumstances

C

retirement

D

self-employment

Question 38
When would the latest issue of the magazine be on sale?
A

January to March

B

April to June

C

July to September

D

October to December

Question 39
The bullet points (dots) are there to
A

create a list

B

separate ideas

C

emphasise differences

D

indicate a quotation

Question 40
The word ‘stripes’ in this context means
A

band

B

chevron

C

money

D

reputation
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Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow
Easy-peasy
The AA has made it even easier to become a member or renew your membership. So what
are you waiting for?
In the past, AA membership could only be acquired through the AA website, call centre, or
Travel Experience stores - until now. The AA has expanded the channels through which AA
membership can be purchased and renewed, making it even easier and more convenient to
become and remain a member.
AA Advantage membership can now be purchased from participating Pick n Pay and Dis-Chem
stores for R729 (annual membership). All you need to do is visit the ‘Splashout’ display unit in
store, select the AA branded card and make payment at the cashier.
“The cards have been in the stores since January 2011,” says the AA’s divisional manager of
marketing and product. “What better gift to give your family and closest friends than complete
motoring peace of mind?”
Question 41
What device does the advertiser use to attract attention to the heading?
A

rhyme

B

capital letters

C

exclamation

D

pun

Question 42
When the advertiser asks ‘What are you waiting for?’, he wants to
A

solve a problem

B

encourage the reader to hurry

C

insist on an answer

D

obtain assistance from the public

Question 43
Where could people previously purchase AA membership?
A

internet, Pick n Pay and Post Office

B

Dis-Chem, call centre, Pick n Pay

C

Travel Experience stores, call centre and internet

D

Post Office, Travel Experience stores and call centre
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Question 44
Which aspect of buying AA membership does the advertisement emphasize?
A

convenience

B

economy

C

suitability

D

safety

Question 45
What does the abbreviation AA stand for in this advertisement?
A

Alcoholics Anonymous

B

Anti-Aircraft

C

Automobile Association

D

Athletics Association
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Look at the information below and answer the questions that follow
Making cups of tea used to be terribly complicated, but now with the TeaTool the office junior’s
job is much simpler. No longer will there be drips of tea between kettle and bin, or the pain of
scalded fingers, thanks to this cool gadget.

Question 46
The purpose of the information above is to advertise a
A

tea stirrer

B

tea gadget

C

tea bag

D

tea job

Question 47
In picture 1, what is the ‘TeaTool’ going to do?
A

grip

B

prod

C

fold

D

push
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Question 48
Diagrams 1-4
A

show how simple it is to use a tea bag

B

express the advantages of making tea

C

demonstrate how to use a tea bag

D

show how to use the TeaTool

Question 49
According to picture 3, how do you squeeze the tea bag?
A

press it against the side of the cup

B

lift it out of the cup

C

push down on the TeaTool

D

knock the TeaTool against the side of the cup

Look at the image below and answer questions that follow
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Question 50
The picture represents 2010 soccer
A

tournaments

B

venues

C

tickets

D

logos

Question 51
A person is issued with the card above for
A

membership

B

sponsorship

C

admission

D

buying goods

Question 52
Another way of saying ‘match fixture’ is match
A

fixing

B

venue

C

date

D

ceremony

Question 53
A ‘turnstile’ is
A

an entry gate

B

a stadium seat

C

a turning circle

D

an allocated exit

Question 54
According to the picture, where is Danny Jordaan NOT seated?
A

in a Category 4 seat

B

at the SA v Mexico game

C

at the closing ceremony

D

in block 288
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Question 55
There is a bar-code on the ticket. The bar code provides
A

transport information

B

entrance to the hospitality area

C

information for marketing

D

ticket information

Look at the weather table above and answer questions that follow
Question 56
The period of this weather forecast is a
A

week

B

month

C

fortnight

D

day
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Question 57
Which will be the coldest days in the period?
A

Monday and Saturday

B

Friday and Saturday

C

Friday and Monday

D

Sunday and Monday

Question 58
Which days have the same weather forecast?
(i)Tuesday (ii) Thursday (iii) Friday (iv) Saturday
A

(i) and (iii)

B

(i) and (iv)

C

(ii) and (i)

D

(iii) and (iv)

Question 59
What weather condition is common to all days of the week?
A

the temperatures are the same

B

there are clear skies everyday

C

the weather is partly cloudy all week

D

the weather is slightly windy all week

Question 60
The wind direction is mostly
A

South-westerly

B

North-westerly

C

North-easterly

D

South-easterly
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